With the increasingly popularity of electronic commerce, a large number of product reviews appeared in electronic commerce websites, which implicated a lot of valuable business information. Sentiment analysis is the core issue in disposing of business information, and the product feature words and sentiment words extraction are key technology that affect the quality of sentiment analysis. This paper proposes a simultaneous extraction algorithm of product feature words and sentiment words based on part-of-speech(POS) relation templates. Firstly, we extract possible POS dependency templates in a training set by using the supervised sequence rules mining algorithm. Secondly, we use the templates in the test samples to extract possible two tuple of product feature words and sentiment words. Finally, we test this method in a hotel review corpus. The experimental results show that this proposed method has a good application effect.
Introduction
With the rapid development of electronic commerce, the Internet has formed a huge amount of product review text information, which provides a wealth of raw materials for the study of text sentiment classification and provides an important way for business research institutions to obtain business information conveniently. The unstructured features of text bring a lot of inconvenience to text analysis. How to construct a ruled knowledge base system is currently a very significant research topic in the field of document analysis.
Sentiment analysis of product reviews requires a strong domain ontology knowledge base as support [2] , and the domain ontology knowledge changes greatly over time [3] . The establishment of the domain ontology knowledge base is not only needs to spend a lot of manpower, but also needs the participation of domain experts, which is very difficult. Therefore, it is very important to study the domain ontology knowledge in the automatic or semi-automatic mining of product reviews.
By analyzing the commodity reviews corpus, there are a few certain language patterns between commodity entities and commodity sub-feature. One of the most easily discovered and most commonly used language patterns is (< (noun), commodity entity >, < (noun), commodity sub feature >). For example, the sentences "Hilton's bed", "Wanda's bathroom" and so on, as shown in Figure 1 . These patterns are beneficial to extract comment objects from commodity reviews. Some scholars automatically constructed a domain ontology base of commodity properties words and comment words by graphbased ranking algorithm [1] . However, the graph-based ranking algorithm is based on set theory, and is ineffective to deal with one to one relationships. Hu and Liu proposed a product feature words extracting algorithm, applied class sequential rules algorithm to extracting the templates of product feature words, and the algorithm improved the generalization ability of the template [4] . By adopting bootstrap learning algorithm and starting from a small amount of product features, Zhao and Zhou found a part of speech template between product features words and sentiment words in a large number of unlabeled corpus [6] . In some previous studies, extracting product feature words is separated from extracting sentiment words [7] ; in fact, the two aspects can enhance each other because a product feature word corresponds to several specific sentiment words and vice versa. For example, the sentiment word "favourable" can modify the product feature word "price", not "service". Therefore, by mining the collocation rules of product feature words and emotional evaluation to be used, we can improve the accuracy of extracting product feature words and sentiment words. This paper proposes a product feature words and sentiment words extraction algorithm based on POS (part of speech) dependency templates. Meanwhile, we annotate a Hotel-Comments corpus based on our own annotation specifications to test the validity of the algorithm proposed in this paper. 
Product review analysis
After word segmentation and POS tagging in the comment texts, we found certain collocation rules between comment objects and evaluation words. The rules are advantageous to extracting emotion information of review texts. A few examples to introduce these part-of-speech collocation rules follows.
Step 1: Word segmentation and part of speech tagging There are five selected sentences from an original comment corpus in Table 1 . We use the 863 part-of-speech tagging set to label the words in Table 1 , and product feature words and sentiment words are marked artificially.
Step 2: Label processing In Table 1 , the product feature words, sentiment words and pronouns or punctuation marks are replaced by tag <feature>, <sentiment> and <*> respectively. And we get Table 2 . Table 2 . The result of label processing NO.
The result of label processing
Step 3: Label standardization processing In order to find a common POS collocation relationship in several examples, we replaced all words and part of speech tagging by tagging <*> in Table 2 . And we get Table 3 . It can be seen from Table 3 that there is the same template in commodity review example sentences in Table 1 ; that is, comment object (product feature) is a noun, and sentiment words are adjectives. Using the <feature>/n<.*>/d<.*><sentiment>/a template, to match the sentences in Table 1 , we can get the words in tag <feature> or <sentiment> position, as in Table 4 . Comparing Table 1 , we found only the first sentence had an error in the product feature words' extraction in Table 4 , so the patterns of product feature words extraction accuracy were 80.0%, sentiment words extraction accuracy was 100%, and the templates of the overall confidence degree is high.
From the above analysis, we can see that there are some POS dependency templates between the product features words and sentiment words in the domain corpus. Using these templates, we can extract the product features and sentiment words in certain domain.
Sequence mining algorithm
Using sequence mining algorithm [5] , high frequency sequences supporting minimum threshold can be found. The sequence mining algorithm is very effective in mining tag sequence templates [7] . In the algorithm, support degree described tag cooccurrence frequency and confidence measured the reliability of the model. Sequence mining algorithm is described as follows. In this paper, we use the classical GSP (Generalized Sequential Pattern) algorithm. Through iterative searching of layer by layer, we find all high frequency sequences that meet the user's threshold. GSP algorithm process is as follows. The training corpus is processed by serialization, which only retains the POS information of the vocabulary and the collection of the class C(C={<feature>,<sentiment>}, as shown in Table 5 . Add the last item of s2 to s1 when the first item removed from s1 sequence pattern and the last item removed from s2 are the same. Prune step:
If a sub sequence of candidate sequential patterns is not sequence pattern, this pattern is not possible candidate sequence pattern, will remove it from the candidate sequence. 
POS templates mining algorithm
Input: The corpus S which is preprocessed, including word segmentation and part of speech tagging, Si(i=1,2,...,n)represents the i-th sentence in S, (aik,sik)represents the k-th pair of product feature and sentiment words in Si and k=1,2,...,m.
Output: High confidence product features words and sentiment words collocation templates set P.
Step 1: tik=replace(si,aik,sik); That is to say, replaced <feature> with aikand its POS tags, <sentiment> with Sik and its POS tags, then the result tik is added to the patterns set. For example, if si= "The/r room/n still/d is/v clean/a ./wp", when aik represents "room", sik represents "clean", then tik="The/r <feature> still/d is/v <sentiment>".
Step 2: cik=path(tik); This step extracted a dependent path from tik, and the path is from <feature> to <sentiment>. Then it is obtained the lexical pattern cik="<feature> still/d is/v <sentiment>".
Step 3: Oik=remove(cik); This step generalized the templates, removing the words included in cik, then the POS template Oik is obtained, and Oik="<feature>/d/d<sentiment>".
Step 4: hj=data_mining(Oik); In this step, sequence rules mining is executed in POS template set O, constructed high frequency generalization template set H, hjrepresents j-th element, requiring both <feature> and <sentiment> are included.
Step 5: Construction extracting template pj from hj; According to prior knowledge, supplement the <feature> and <sentiment> POS information, in order to improve the accuracy of the model.
Step 6: if( confidence(pj)<beta )then delete pj from P; Filtering the template pj according to the threshold beta, eliminated pj from P when confidence(pj)<beta.
Step 7: return P The template pj confidence definition in Step 6 is as follows. 
Where nj represents the total number of the sentences that can match the template pj in training samples, ECi represents the times of product feature words and sentiment words two-tuples that are extracted from the i-th sentence matching the template pj, and Mi represents the total number of times that the i-th sentence matching the template pj.
The adopted data set came from Hotel-Comments data in an open source data sharing website Data tang (http://www.datatang.com/data/11970), which includes 2,000 evaluation texts. We selected 5,000 reviews sentences from the texts as experimental corpus. The experiment randomly selected 4,000 reviews sentences as a training text set, and the rest as a testing set. The preprocession includes word segmentation, POS tagging and so on, which used the ICTCLAS (http://ictclas.nlpir.org/) developed by the Institute of Computing Technology Chinese Academy of Science.
In order to verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, precision rate and recall rate are used to evaluate its effectiveness in this paper, as shown in the following formula (2) and (3). 
Where n represents the total number of test sample sentences in the product field, ECi represents the number of the entries that are correctly extracted from the i-th sentence by using the templates, Ci represents the number of the entries in the i-th sentence, Ei represents the times number of the i-th sentence matching with the templates.
There are three kinds of evaluation criteria, which are different from the study object of the "entry", as shown in Table 6 . Table 6 . Experimental evaluation criteria The meaning of "entry" Precision Recall product feature words Pf Rf sentiment words Ps Rs <product feature word, sentiment word> P R Figure 2 . The precision of template extraction in the hotel reviews Figure 2 shows that the precision of the algorithm is descending with the increase in the number of templates. That shows that the confidence level of the model in training text is basically consistent with the test text. Although the average accuracy rate is only 66% when the number of templates is 25, it is acceptable to reduce the labor cost. Figure 3 . The recall of pattern extraction in the hotel reviews Figure 3 shows that the recall of the algorithm is ascending with the increase in the number of templates. That shows that the templates extracted from the class sequence mining algorithm is effective for the test text.
Conclusions and future work
This paper proposed a new domain knowledge model, which comprehensively considers the POS of product feature words and sentiment words and the collocation relationships. In order to verify the validity of the proposed method, this paper has carried out experiments on hotel reviews corpus provided by Data tang. Experimental results show that the proposed method can substantially reduce the labor cost in constructing domain knowledge base. Actually, there is a certain relevance between product feature words and sentiments words in the semantic. So, for the next step we will research the semantic relationship and try to design an effective algorithm to extract more knowledge from product reviews corpus. 
